Title word cross-reference

$24.69$ [Kel96c]. $\alpha$ [Kok99]. $K$ [Mus91b].

-metric [Kok99].

0-201-87746-5 [Kel96c].


3Rs [Yu91].

4 [Ole93]. 4th [Rei97, Sit96].

5th [PD98].

6th [PT94].

7-layered [Rya96]. 7th [LW96b].

8th [EW97, KW96].


= [KKLK98].

A011 [TTC95]. ability [FW91]. Abstract [Jac93, Bec99, Blu93, BG94, BDM90, Cor96, Day96, Jac96, Par97, PV97, Pet96, Rec96]. Abstracting [Gun96]. abstraction
[Rec96, Tra97a]. Architectural
[Sha95a, Gaf99, GAO94, MORT96, SvK98].
Architectures
[Edw96, RI99, Tra95e, Wol97, AAG93, And95, BGW99, BSKH92, Cl90, DW97, FC98, Gar95b, Gri99a, Kar98, Le 96, LA98, LZL99, MT97, MIF97, Nor97, PW92, THRE94, TCY93, Tra94, WF99, GTP95].
[Add98, CW98a, Gar95a, BCGS95, DBM97, FLP99, Gac95, Jar95, Lam97a, MK96, MOT97, MQ94, NAC097, TCTC95, Tra96b, Th98].
Arithmetical
[Fos91].
Art
[Tra97a, DKLS96, Mod92, Ros96].
articulation
[SMG99].
artifacts
[SVR97].
asked
[Tra94].
aspect
[Jac93].
assess
[PSTV95].
Assessing
[FW91].
assessments
[Kra97].
assessors
[Kra97].
assets
[BS99].
assistance
[War92].
assistant
[QJD90].
assured
[RF90].
assurance
[Buk91, FB97a, Lok92, Smi91].
ASTRAL
[CPK93].
asynchronous
[MF94].
attribute
[TSK90].
authoring
[LP97].
Automated
[BKW96, BG94, GMS98, KAY98, SSP95, TCM98, WTV91, AGM97, CR99b, CLL96, LP97, Swa96, Ter93a, Vog93].
Automatic
[GBR98, Gu97, JH98, MAH98b, Shi91, VHI93, BF99, Mar98a].
automatically
[Mi97].
Automation
[S97, Jaz95].
avionics
[BCGS95, Lam97b].
avoid
[Boe99, JGS99, Mus91a].
aware
[Ste99].
AXE
[KT97].
bachelor
[Sol98].
Bad
[Ke96a].
baggage
[Swa96].
banner
[Tak99].
Barbara
[Ein99a].
Barriers
[Day96, Fin97].
Based
[Do97a, Kos98, LNS98, UCD99, Aik90, AG91, BGV90, BJ93, BK95a, BL97, BZ99, CC96, CABN98, CRS96, CR99b, Che94a, CW98b, Den96, DK99, DP98, EHT97, Fek95, FGP93, FHS92, Fie99, FB97a, Hol90, JMK99, Jur95, JB94, LW93, LvO92, Mar97, Mat97, MV96, MMS96, MTO92, NCC99, PO96, Pet91, SRZ97, SvG98, Sha95b, SW94, Spr91, SVR97, SC93b, TSK90, Ter90, THM99, TWC92, VS94, WW98, AK99, Fav96].
be
[Ho99].
beat
[GH98].
basis
[Den96, JSZ97].
behaves
[Rya95].
behavior
[KK98, SPL96, Wal92].
behavioral
[CL91, Kli99].
behaviorally
[Mat97].
behaviorally-based
[Mat97].
Benefits
[Tst99, BO99, PSTV95].
better
[Jaz95].
between
[CA93, Gun96, HJ94, JK99, Kri95, Lam98, MNS95].
Beyond
[AA95, Sha95b, S96, O96a].
Biblio
[Mr90].
bibliography
[Arm95, BP92, BW93, Edw94, FP94, GJ94, HLO92, Rol94, TS90, Ter90, Tri90, vBKV97].
binary
[DJ96].
board
[Bag98a].
Booch
[Coo98b].
Book
[A95, A96a, A96b, A96c, A97, Bor95, D97a, D97c, D97d, D97b, D98a, F96a, F96b, Hol96, Ire97, I97, Kel96c, Kel96d, Kel96b, Kel96c, Kel97a, Kos95, Kos98, Lec96a, Lei96a, Lei96b, Lei98, Neu95c, O96a, O96b, O96c, O97a, O97b, Ola98, Per96, Per97, Pou95, Pou98, Ray96, Ray97a, Ray97b, Ray98a, Ray98b, Sur97, Tra95b, Tra95c, Tra97a, Tra98a].
Books
[T95b].
Boolean
[BGL98].
both
[MZ98].
bounded
[WTW91].
bounding
[CA93].
box
[Mat92].
brewery
[SC93a].
Brian
[Kos98].
bridges
[Pet96].
briding
[LM98, MNS95, Tra98b].
briefly
[Arm95].
Bringing
[A96a].
Brock
[MS96].
browsing
[HLS99].
Bruce
[Kim97].
BS
[LN99].
bug
[Pre99a].
Bugfind
[CD90].
Bugs
[Ne95a].
Building
[And95, CDP95, EAD99, Kel96d, ZR96, Kad92, KSL90, LWM99, Que92, SRZ97].
built
[WKP98].
built-in
[WKP98].
Business
[Ben96, He93, Vil95].
by-product
[Was95].
C [Ive97, Lei98, Ray98a, BZ95, CR99a, CGK97a, HSWZ94, Hug91, Kar98, SR96, SCB99, Wyb90, O’L96b]. C/C [O’L96b].
C2 [MOT97, MORT96]. C2-style [MOT97].
CAIS [MFR94]. calculus [Fro90, MFDM97, Woo93, YCZ98].
calibrating [Ves99]. California [GS96].
calculus [Fro90, MFDM97, Woo93, YCZ98].
calibrating [Ves99]. California [GS96].
call [Bru96, Kil99, Kol98, Zho90].
cambridge [Ive97].
cancer [Bou93].
Capability [Aye95].
card [BM98].
card-oriented [BM98].
cards [GLV99].
carroll [Ray97b].
case-study [Lam97b]. case-tool [PK79, Ole93]. cases [KPP99, Mar98b, MM96].
casts [SCB99]. Cataloguing [HSF92].
cautionary [DeT91].
CAx [Que92].
CAX-framework [Que92]. CCS [BCJ96].
CDRI [TTC95]. Center [Doe97a].
centered [Bar92, Bla97, GJ94, SHO90].
Challenge [Ola98]. challenges [Fin98].
Chamond [Ray98b]. Change [Joe97, Kel96a, Mar90, OH90, SC98, SvK98, SHO90, VN96]. change/configuration [Mar90].
changes [SC98, TSK90]. changing [MFS97].
channels [CFI94].
characteristics [Rac95a, Rac95b].
characterization [DW97]. chart [Guo97].
Chasing [Neu95a]. check [Blu93].
chemical [Kog95]. children [He93].
CHIME [DK99]. choosing [PF95a]. chopping [RR95]. Christopher [Lea94].
CIP [Fie99]. claim [ZS99]. claims [DS97].
Clarifying [Kra97]. clashes [Boe99]. class [PK97, ST98, SPH99]. classes [Che93b, HR94].
classification [HSF92, Lai92, LU95, MAK97].
classifying [MT97]. classroom [JBV94, Ke97a]. Cleanroom [Smi96].
co-ordinator [W99]. Coad [Doe98a].
Cobbler [He93].
COCOMO [IG97]. CODE [CHS90, Kam91, CG97a, Dav95a, ACM97, EGHT94, FC98, GMR99, G99, HS96a, JGS99, LS97, MPR99, MS97a, Par99a, PRM97, PSTV95, Shn93, WBJ98].
coding [Bra90]. CoffeeStrainer [Bok99].
cofin [MAK97]. Cohesion [BK95b].
Collaboration [WBG99]. collaborative [Her99, KTC92, MAM93, MFR94].
collection [Agg97]. combining [BF99, Mar98b, WRB97, XJG98].
Coming [Pet91]. comment [MS96].
Comments [Mac91a, Off90, YH96].
commercial [Tra98b]. committee [Not96].
communication [CFI94, Che92e, HJ99, LA98, NCO96, Ter93a, VPC98].
Communications [Re97]. community [Edw99, HKMR98]. compact [Cor98].
companionship [BdLLvS90].
Comparative [Sim96]. Comparing [SRLZ98, WRB97, MT97]. Comparison [JGS99, Den96, Loy90, SC93a].
compatibility [CL91]. competence [And95].
Compiler [O’L97b, BTS94, Kar98].
compilers [CD90, VB97]. complete [Vaz94, XDH98]. Completeness [mWE91].
Complex [Nor97, Tra96a, BTS94, SS95].
complexity [KBZP98, Law98c, Rac95c].
Component [LNS98, SW94, UCD99, AG98, Fie99, HJ99, JK99, MAK97, SN90, Whi95].
component- [Fie99]. Component-Based [LNS98, UCD99, SW94, JK99].

Computer [Con99, GN92, Kri95, Neu95a, Nor97, Pou93, Rei97, TL90, Gor94, JBVV94, Lin92, Neu92, Neu94, Neu96a, Tat96, War92, Tra95b].

Computer-Aided [Pou93, TL90, GN92, Lin92, Tat96].

Computer-based [JBVW94].

Computerized [Kel97a, Day96, MS97b].

Computers [Neu95e, Neu95f, Neu90b, Neu90c, Neu91a, Neu91b, Neu93, Neu95d, Neu95g, Neu96b, Neu96c, Neu96d, Neu97a, Neu97b, Neu97c, Neu97d, Neu98a, Neu98b, Neu98c, Neu98d, Neu99a, Neu99b].


concurrency [CW98b, LT93].

concurrent [BMS93, CC96, CA93, Cor96, Cor98, DS94a, DY94, DC94, GPS96, KT96, Lai91, NAC99, Que96, XGG98]. conditions [Fek95]. conducting [Hol90]. Conference [Con99, Do97, Nor97, Rei97, Tat96, Tra95a, Tra95f, Ano99, CQW+95, PD98, Sit96, Sit97].

conferences [Tra97c]. Confessions [Lei95, Tra95d].

configuration [Koh90, MR90, Sos96, Gun96, HM97, Joe97, ML90, Mar90, SN99, Spr91, Zel95b].


consequence [Wey95]. conservative [NA98]. considered [Hec90, PB94].

Consistency [FLP99, HK92, QJD90].

constraint [GBR98]. constraints [Bok99, BGL98, CK93, CK95, Day96, Kel96a, XP91].

Constructing [Cor96, Cor98, Fra90, Sug95].

Construction [Hol96, Che91b, Che91c, Fie99, HMR93, HZG99, JZZ+95, LS94, Mar98a, Rin92, O’L97b]. constructs [Smi91, SHO90]. containment [Kel97b].

content [HM97, MM96]. content-derived [HM97]. context [CK93, Kit96c, Rem97, SPL96, SRL99].

contexts [Koh90]. contextual [PW97].

contribute [Kic96]. contributions [BK95a]. Control [Arn95, Bal98, Che92c, HRS98, Jac90, LHR99, MAM93, RM99a, Sha95b, WP92].

controlled [MAKGM97].


conversion [Sar93]. cooperation [Bar92]. Cooperative [Kri95, BL97]. Coordinating [JDL+99]. coordination [BZ99, Ver96].

COOZ [XDH+98, YCZ98]. Coping [SCB+99, TSK90]. core [Sim95].

Corporate [CHS90]. correctly [Rya95].

Correctness [Bro90, Ket90, Lot90, MQ94].

Cost [BG90, A93, DKW92, GI90, G93, IGE97, JBVV94, PST95, RW96].


COTS-based [Fav96]. counter [BFG96]. counter-examples [BFG96].

counterexample [JD96]. coverage [Agr99, DS97, LGRM91, MB96, YSP98].

Coyle [Ray98a]. Craft [Kos98]. Creating [Amo95, BCGS95, Lam97a].

Creativity [Neu95c]. Crisis [Oh98, Joh96a]. criteria [ELB+98, Kit96a]. Critical [DPS96, Se94, AGM97, BF91, Che92a].
Gor94, MMS96, RHR91, RvH91]. criticality [Ebe97]. criticisms [KL90]. cross [LW99].
cross-organisational [LW99].
Cryptographic [DS97]. CSCD [LZL99].
CSCW [Joh96b, Kri95]. CSE [Con99].
CSEET [Con99]. Cultures [Gri96].
Current [Dav96, Fin97, JG96]. curriculum [TTC95].
curve [Rac96]. customer [McL93].
Customization [AA98]. customized [LP97].
Cute [Hec90]. Cycle [Mac91b, Car93, HSE93, Rac95a, Sim95].
cycles [BG90].
Dagstuhl [GTP95, THP93]. daily [Ano99].
Daistish [HS96d]. Data [DC94, RRL99, Agg97, BTS94, BG94, BDM90, CGK97a, Che92c, Cla90, DJ98, GBR98, Gri93, GCBM96, Guo97, GMS98, HF98, HR94, Kor96, LH99b, MF96, MV91, NC096, NA98, NCC99, Pi95b, Ra98, RHR91, Rem97, SS90, Ste99, Tur93, Vaz94, Vaz96, Ves98, VI97, WWB98, XDB99].
Data-sensitive [WWB98]. Database [Sar93, JSZ97, TTB+90]. Databases [Pou95].
dataflow [HRS95]. David [Pou98, Eic99b]. Davies [Ire97]. day [Kim98].
DCF [Sej95]. dead [CGK97a]. Deadline [Traf98a]. deadlock [DBS93].
Debugging [Bec91, CD90, DE91a, DE91b, GBF99, JG99, Law97, Mac91a, Shi91, Lei96a].
decision [Ada99, BZ99, DJJ96, KBZP98, MSU98, Tak99]. decisions [FP98].
Declarative [HLS+99]. decomposition [ZRL96]. Decoupling [VN96], dedicated [GLV99].
deduction [Vaz96]. deductive [AGM97]. def [SPH99].
def-use [SPH99].
Defect [Neu95a, Kel97b, LSJ97, WRBM97].
defects [Rin96]. define [Sha94].
definition [Bok99]. degree [Sol98]. Demand [HRS95].
DeMarco [Traf98a]. democracy [Buc91].
Dennis [Coo98a]. dependability [Ham94, Ham96]. dependence [HMR93, HRS98].
dependences [JR94]. dependencies [Gun96]. depends [HB94].
deployment [Sar91]. derivation [BdLLvdS90, Red90]. derived [HM97].
Deriving [CDHW93]. describing [Che93b].
Description [Wau97, CJPV90, MT97, Sar92c, Whi95].
descriptions [AAC93]. deserve [TBK92].
Design [Aye96a, Bur96, Doe97c, Doe97d, Kim97, Kog95, Pf94, Pf95a, Sch92a, Tra96a, Ana98, Bra90, Coo96, Day96, Dro96, DR97, Fis93, GAO94, Gar95b, Hua98a, JD96, Jac98, KZ91, KZ91, MML97, Mar98b, MSU98, MS96, McL91, McL92, MORT96, MDE97, Pf95d, Pf95a, Pf95b, PT97, PSTZ99, RR97, RDO98, Rin93, RW97, SS95, SvG98, Sha95b, Smi91, Son95, SO97, Ter93b, TC97, TVK90, TWC92, VN96, WT91, vR92, FvL94, KW96, Pou98, Ray98b, Aye96c]. designers [BDM90, Lea94]. Designing [Bhu93, LHR99, Gri99a, KP98a, SAMS97].
designs [BF99, CDHW93, KRT97, LSJ97, YT90].
desk [PSTZ99]. desktop [RM99a].
DESMET [Kit98]. detecting [FW91, NA98].
detection [CGK97a, CW98b, LSJ97, TRC93, WRBM97].
detector [JD96]. determine [PP97].
deterministic [AL93]. Deutsch [Fin99].
developer [Gam97]. Developing [BEKM97, CCR90, Hen95a, ROMA92, Sca91, Traf97b, Dro97a, Doe97a].
Development [CHS90, CW98a, DAI95, DS94b, Doe97b, FCC94, Fin96a, Lei96a, Ray96, SFE97, AK99, AL95, BG90, BGV90, BCC+99, Bec99, BSKH92, BK95a, CCL90, Car93, Che94a, CS90, Con92, Dan91, DS94a, Dol91, DK99, DE91a, DE91b, Ebe97, FP98, GRW90, HK92, HS95, Kad92, KTC+92, KT97, Kim98, KSZ91, Law98c, Loy90, Luy91, MAM3, Mar97, MV96, MR92, Mrd90, OAFG98, PSTV95, RM95, Rin91a, RF90,
SD94, TL90, THP93, Tra95c, Tra95a, Ang99, Bag98b, Bar98, Boe96, BP92, Cas99, CD94, Cheh9b, CQW+95, DKW92, De690, DH98, ELB+98, Fin92a, FLM95, Fur99, GJ94, Gar95b, Got98, Got99, Gra99a, Gra98, Her99, HGGM98, Hol99, HK97, Hu91, JR94, JS97, JG96, Kie93, Kit96c, Kit96a, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, Kit97, KP98c, KP98b, Kit98, Kog95, KT94, KRS98, dPL96, Lin92, LS90b, Lok92, LN99, Lyu91, Mah98a, Mai97, Mai95, MTO+92, OM95, Par97, Par98a, Par98b, Pf94, Pf95a, Pf95b].

engineering [PD95, Que92, Rac97, Rac98, Rin93, Rol94, RGR92, SK96, Sar92b, Sco92, Sh9a8, Sol98, Spr91, Sta93, TC93, Tat96, TTB+90, TCT93, Tri91, Tri92, War92, Woo93, Xia98, Yu91, Zuc94, vdBKV97, BK99, Sur97].

engineers [Bag98a, Bag98b, Mai97, Rac96, Uhl97].

enhancement [Mar98b].

Enhancing [CK93].

enough [GJJ+95].

enriched [Kol98].

enterprise [LW99, SD94].

entity [DS94b, Kil91].

entity-relationship [DS94b, Kil91].

Environment [Ben96, CHS90, FCC94, TL90, Bla97, BF92, CD94, Che94a, DK99, DE91a, DE91b, GM97, Gru90, HS90, IJ90, Jor90, Kad92, Kar98, KN99, ML90, Mar97, MDE97, MTO+92, OAC98, OM95, RM95, ROMA92, Sha94, SS90, Ste90, SN90, Ter90, Vog93, Zuc94, Che92a].

environmental [PT97].

Environments [Dav96, Fin97, BS9H92, BP92, CB99, CL90, Dro97b, Fav96, FHS+92, GJ94, G90, GC92, GA04, Gom95, Que92, SH90, TC93, XDB99, You90].

Epistemology [Hol95].

Equivalence [LH99b].

error [DTF96, Gor93].

error-propagation [Gor93].

errors [CF94, HF98, Lut93].

ESA [Sch92b].

Escaping [Boe99].

ESEC97 [Sch97].

ESEC97/FSE5 [Sch97].

essential [Kil94b].

Essentials [Pou95].

Estelle [CS90].

Estimating [Lai96, MI91, MZ98].

estimation [Ari93, BG90, CS97, Ves99].

ethics [Got99].

European [Mon97, FCC94, Rem97].

Evaluating [Kit96c, Kit96a, Kit96b, KJ97a, KJ97b, Kit97, KJ97c, KP98c, KP98a, KP98b, Kit98, SK96].

Evaluation [SH98, CR99b, Kit96c, Kit96a, Kit96b, Kit97, KJ97c, KS91, Tri90].

Event [CW98b, AD94, AG91, HS96c, Mar98b, RM99a, RW97].

event-based [CW98b].

events [CA93].

Every [Per97, Vot93].

Evolution [CW98a, SPL96, SS90, WT91].

Evolutionary [SS95, vM91, Tra96a].

evolving [CF93, SD94].

examining [BF92].

example [BCGS95, Tra95e].

Examples [Hol96, BF96, Jia92].

exception [Iss91, RM99b]. exceptions [BM99, CGHS99].

Executable [DR97, Nes90, Ter90].

effective [Not96].

executives [SJ96].

exercise [Rya96].

existing [Sug95].

expect [Uhl97].

Experience [CS90, WG90, Apt94, Dai95, DBM97, FH95, HK97, JS90, Lam97a, LM97, LMD90].

Experienced [Doe97a].

Experienced-Based [Doe97a].

Experiences [Ebe97, He96, KGL98, Wy90, Hen95a, Jar95, KSL90].

experiment [GM97, KL90, LS97, MZ98, Pf95d, PSTV95, SH98, VPM95].

Experimental [Pf95d, Pf95c, Pf95a, Pf95b, BF91, CR99b].

experiments [CS97, Pf94].

expert [Dai95, Sch92b, WT9+91]. explicit [MDE97].

Exploitation [Mi93].

Exploiting [Gac95, GAO94].

Explore [Kri95].

exploring [RM99a].

exponential [MI91]. exposure [Mus91b].

Expressing [PRM97]. extended [Day96, Par97].

Extending [KPP+99].

extendible [Jor90, Kar98, KF98].

extension [XDH+98].

extraction [MN95].

Extreme [Bec99].

Eykholt [O’L97a].
f [Bur96]. F3 [CD94]. FACADE [GLV99].
FACE [MDE97]. faceted [MAKGM97].
failure [Bl95, Dow97]. failures [MI91, Wey95]. fair [GMK99].
Families [CW98a]. FAQ [Tra94]. fast [War96]. Fatal [Neu95a].
Fault [Fin96b, DFS96, FW91, Mus91b, TRC93].
fault-detecting [FW91]. Faults [HV93, CS98, DTF96, OH96]. favorite [DR96].
feasibility [Jan94]. Feasible [FB97b]. Feature [AG95, JD96, Kit97, KJ97c, PA96]. features [HS90, KJ97b]. February [THP93].
finite-state [CK95]. Firesmith [O’L97a]. First [Add98, Gar95a, PSP95, Swi96, Tra92].
Formalised [RF90]. formalism [Che91a, Che93b, IWW90, PY96].
formalisms [Che92c, FM95].
Formalization [KW95]. Formalizing [DB97, Hua98a, BM93, Sim95].
formatted [Dro99]. formula [Ada99].
Fortran [Pre99b]. Foundation [PSP95, PP96, JC95, Bar98]. Foundations [GM96, Ham94, LNS98, PW92, O’L96c].
fountain [Pi96]. Fourth [GM96, Sit97]. fragments [RRL99]. Frailey [Coo98a].
frame [MDE97]. Framework [Sha94, Sim96, BMS93, Bla97, BM99, BM98, CH95, CS95, CFF93, FHS+92, HK92, Joh96b, LP97, MT97, OSW94, PF95, PR95, RW97, Son95, SC93b, TC97, XDB99, Que92]. frameworks [Gar90, GJJ95, Joh97, MHF97, MSB97, SSP95]. Frank [Ray98a].
function-oriented [GC96]. Functional [Fin97, BC96, MMS96, OM91, SH98, VPC98]. functionality [Sha95a].
Fundamental [Br95]. Further [IF98]. fusion [Not97].
Future [THP93, LHR99, LA98, Tri91, Tri92]. fuzzy [JSZ97].
G [Eic99a, O’L97a, Tra95b]. gap [Lam98, MNS95, Rac95c, Tra98b].
generate [GH99]. Generating [DR96, MMS96, GCN92].
generator [SRZ97, TC97, VH93, VB97]. generators [JBP97].
Generic [JSZ97, BN93, ML90].
GIDTS [KNN99]. Glass [Neu95c]. global [Agr99, AG95]. go [GJK95]. goal [DvL96].
goal-driven [DvL96]. Good [Edw96, Coo96]. Got [LW99]. governed [MR90].
GQM [AK99]. GQM-based
[AK99]. Grady [Coo98b].
MAM93, MPR99, SS90].
grammars
CJPV90].
grammars
Dol91, Le 96, TSK90].
graph
Dol91, EHT97, Le 96].
graph-grammars
Dol91].
Graphic
[Che92c].
grammars
[AB97, Bol90, CC90, DCH97, KNN99].
graphs
AB97, Bol90, CC90, DCH97, KNN99].
graphs
Agr99, HMR93].
Gries
Ter93b].
Gries/Dijkstra
Ter93b].
groups
EW97, GT93, GRW90, LSJ97, LSD96b, PT94, Sea97, Tak99, Tra92].
groupware
BBP99].
growth
MZ98].
GUI
BR94, BR95, OAFG98].
Guided
DHvL +95].
Guideline
mWE91].
Guidelines
Aye95, Lei96b, Mar94].
Habermann
Not93].
Haim
Aye96b].
Hall
Doe97a, Ire97].
Handbook
Kel96c].
handling
Iss91, ZS99].
happen
NA98].
happier
McL93].
hard
XP91].
hard-real-time
XP91].
hardware
Sca91].
Harel
Wal92].
Harlan
Poo96].
harmful
PB94].
Haskell
Fin97].
Hatley
Tat95].
Hatley/Pirbhai
Tat95].
Hawk
WH99].
Hayes
Ola98].
HCI
Kol98, Sea97].
HCI-enriched
Kol98].
heart
GHJ98].
heart-beat
GHJ98].
hedging
BO99].
Heisenberg
Lap90].
help
Bal99b, BDM90, Loy93, PST99].
Herbal
HC99].
Herbal-T
HC99].
here
GJK95].
heterogeneous
LA98, WP92].
heuristics
LM97].
hierarchical
AY98, Gir99, HW97, Hua98a, XDB99].
hierarchies
ST98].
hierarchy
AS95, PK97, RP98].
high
AL95, JZZ+95, MNS95, Pou98].
high-level
AL95, JZZ+95, MNS95].
Highlights
Tra98b].
history
Bar98, Mah98a, Rin91b].
HLA
AG91].
holes
Mus91a].
Holistic
Ana98].
Holmes
OL97b].
HOOD
ZZW98].
Horning
Mes98].
human
KJ97a, SK96].
Hybrid
GS95, Bha95, Vaz93].
hypercubes
Bec91, Mac91a].
hypermedia
FHS+92].
HyperNet
Mar97].
Hypertext
Dro97b, Kii94b].
HyperWeb
FHS+92].
Ian
Ola98].
IBM
Doe97a].
ICARUS
DHvL+95].
ICECCS'97
Nor97].
icon
Dol91].
ICSE
BB99, Fug96, Ghe99, Par95, Tay97].
ICSR4
Sit97].
ICSR5
PD98].
ideas
Not97].
Identification
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